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Salesforce Administrator - Intern involved in various stages of Software Development 
Life Cycle (SDLC) including analysis, requirement engineering, architecture design, 
development, enhancements, testing, deployment, and maintenance of standalone, 
Multi-tier, web-based, and portals based object oriented enterprise applications. 
Ability to adapt quickly to challenges and changing environments.

EXPERIENCE

Salesforce Administrator - Intern
ABC Corporation - NOVEMBER 2006 – SEPTEMBER 2007

 Interacted with various business user groups to increase the user 
adoption for helping them use the software Added users, roles, public 
groups and implemented additional role hierarchies, sharing rules and
record level permissions to manage sharing access among different 
users.

 Implemented minor enhancements on standard objects like 
Campaigns, Leads, Accounts, Contacts, Opportunities, Quotes, 
Activities, Dashboards, and Reports.

 Added new custom objects, assigned fields, designed page layouts, 
custom tabs, components, custom reports.

 Created and deployed several reports for different user profiles based
on the need in the organization.

 Customized the Dashboards to track usage for productivity and 
performance of business centers and their sales teams.

 Provided user support and bug fixing activities as per the SLA.
 Create new user accounts Manage access levels for various accounts 

Import/export data. Create business logic to assist workflow Construct
objects, page layouts, and fields.

Salesforce Administrator 
ABC Corporation - 2005 – 2006

 Defined Lookup and master-detail relationships on the objects and 
created junction objects to establish connectivity among objects.

 Created Page layouts to organize fields, custom links, related lists, 
and other components on a record detail and edit pages.

 Worked on Validation Rules, Workflows and Approval Processes.
 Designed Custom Objects and developed and deployed Apex Classes,

Controller Classes and Apex Triggers for various functional needs in 
the application.

 Developed a customer feedback and satisfaction process Participated 
in the bug review meetings, updated requirements document as per 
business user feedback and change in functionality of the application 
Integrated the Web Services for extracting the data from external 
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systems, and used the Sandbox for testing to ensure minimum code 
coverage for the application to be migrated to production.

 Integration using Web Sphere Cast Iron and Informatica cloud for data
migration into the cloud.

 Skills Used Workflow Web server Database SQL VSS CSS S-CONTROL 
J2EE SOAP ESP Data Loader Linux UNIX Apex Program.

EDUCATION

 Bachelor Of Science - 2004

SKILLS

Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft Powerpoint, Salesforce, Google Docs, Data 
Entry, Sales, Management.
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